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Abstract 
We give examples of vertex-transitive graphs with non-monotonic hromatic difference se- 
quences, disproving a conjecture of Albertson and Collins (1985) on the monotonicity of the 
chromatic difference sequence of vertex-transitive graphs, and answering a question of Zhou 
(1991) on the achievability of circulants. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
The chromatic difference sequence of a graph G is the sequence (i l l(G),..., flx~G)(G)) 
such that i lk(G)= ~k(G) -  ~k-l(G), where ~k(G) is the maximal size of an induced 
k-colourable subgraph of G and ;((G) is the chromatic number of G. In [1], A1- 
bertson and Collins conjectured that any vertex-transitive graph has a non-increasing 
chromatic difference sequence. A related problem of Zhou [12] asks if every circulant 
G is achievable, i.e., admits a colouring with colour classes C1 . . . . .  Cx~c ) such that 
ICkl = ilk(G) for k= 1 .. . . .  z(G). It is easily seen that any achievable graph has a non- 
increasing chromatic difference sequence, but the converse fails. However, note that the 
class of circulants involved in Zhou's problem is a restricted class of vertex-transitive 
graphs. 
The purpose of this note is to provide an example of a circulant with a non-monotonic 
chromatic difference sequence. We use the following standard graph products: The 
categorical product of two graphs G and H is the graph G × H, where 
V(G x H) = V(G) x V(H), 
E(G × H) = {[(Ul,Vl ),(u2,v2)]: [Ul,U2] c E(G) and [vl,v2] E E(H)}. 
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The lexicographic product of G and H is the graph G[H], where 
V(G[H]) = V(G) x V(H), 
E(G[H]) = {[(Ul,/)1 ), (U2, V2)] :U l  = U2 and [vl, v2] ~ E(H), 
or [Ul,U2] E E(G)}. 
Let Cn and Kn denote, respectively, the n-cycle and the complete graph on n vertices. 
Our main result is the following: 
Theorem 1. C7[C5] x K6 is a circulant with chromatic difference sequence (36, 36, 36, 
36,31,35). 
As we shall see, the expression of C7[C5] as a lexicographic product is no more 
than a convenient device for computing the chromatic difference sequence of C7[C5] x 
K6. However, the use of the categorical product of graphs is a key instrument in 
the construction of vertex-transitive graphs with non-monotonic chromatic difference 
sequences. Its role can be explained as follows: Since both projections of G x H onto 
its factors are homomorphisms (i.e., edge-preserving maps), the inverse image of any 
k-colourable subgraph in some factor is again k-colourable, so we have 
ak(G x H)~> max{ak(G). In[, Ia l '  ak(H)}. (1) 
By analogy with Hedetniemi's conjecture [7], we may ask when does equality hold. 
The computation outlined in Section 3 shows that this is indeed the case for the 
graph C7[C5] x K6. Note, however, that the monotonicity of the sequences (~k(G)-  
ak-l(G))k~>l and (ak(H) - ak-l(H))k>.l does not guarantee the monotonicity of the 
sequence 
(max{~k(G). Inl, [al" ~k(H)} - max{~k-l(G). Inl, [G[. ~k-1(n)})k>_.l. 
2. Cayley graphs and graph products 
Let A be a group and S a subset of A that is closed under inverses and does not 
contain the identity. The Cayley graph Cay(A, S) is the graph with A as its vertex set, 
two vertices u and v being joined by an edge if and only if u- iv C S. I fA is a cyclic 
group, then Cay(A,S) is called a circulant. It is well known that the left translations 
of the group A are automorphisms of the Cayley graph Cay(A,S). So, Cayley graphs 
are vertex-transitive. 
Both the lexicographic product and the categorical product preserve vertex-transitivity. 
Note also that these products preserve Cayley graphs. More precisely, for two Cayley 
graphs Cay(A, S) and Cay(B, T), we have 
Cay(A,S) x Cay(B,T)=Cay(A x B,S x T), 
Cay(A, S)[Cay(B, T)] = Cay(A x B, ({1} x T)U (S x B)). 
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In particular, C7, C5 and/£6 are Cayley graphs on cyclic groups of relatively prime 
order, so we have the following: 
Lemma 2. C7[C5] x K6 is a circulant. 
Writing C7[C5] ×/(6 as the Cayley graph Cay(Z7 x 7? 5 x 7/6, S) by means of the above 
identities, and then expressing the members of S as multiples of (1, 1, 1) provides a 
presentation of C7[C5] x K6 as a Cayley graph on 77210. However, the product notation 
provides a far more intuitive description of the structure of the graph. In fact, the 
expression of C7[C5] x K6 as a Cayley graph does not help in the computation of its 
chromatic difference sequence, xcept for one useful property of abelian Cayley graphs 
described in the following lemma. 
Lemma 3 (Collins and Zhou [2], [12]). Let Cay(A,S) be a Cayley 9raph, where A 
is an abelian 9roup. I f  I is an independent set in Cay(A,S) and K is a complete 
subyraph of Cay(A, S), then the sets aL a c K, are pairwise disjoint independent sets. 
In particular, 
~k(Cay(A, S)) = ~1 (Cay(A, S)) .  k 
for k = 1 . . . . .  ~o(Cay(A,S)) (the clique number of Cay(A,S)). 
We now turn our attention to graph products. The main feature of the categori- 
cal product with respect o colourings and homomorphisms is its universal property 
in the category of graphs. Thus, a graph K admits a homomorphism into G × H if 
and only if it admits homomorphisms into both G and H. From this we see that 
co(G × H)  = min{og(G), og(H)}. On the other hand, coiourings arise from homomor- 
phisms from G x H to complete graphs, and are much less predictable. Such homo- 
morphisms can be constructed by first mapping the product o one of its factors, then 
mapping this factor to a complete graph, but other constructions are also possible. 
A case in point is the (still unsolved) conjecture of Hedetniemi [7] which asserts that 
x(G × H)= min{x(G),z(H)}. Similarly, it is not clear how to deduce the chromatic 
difference sequence of G x H from its factors. 
The general behaviour of independent sets and colourings with respect o the lex- 
icographic product of graphs is much better understood (see [6]). The sets ~z~l(u), 
u E V(G) (where nc is the projection on G) induce isomorphic opies of H called 
the fibers in G[H]. A subset / of G[H] is independent if and only if rc6(I) is an 
independent set of G and I intersects each fiber in an independent set. In particular, 
~I(G[H])=~I(G)" cq(H). (2) 
Note also that the structure of independent sets just described provides the obvious 
bound z(G[H])<~z(G)" z(H) for the chromatic number of a lexicographie product of 
graphs, but we must also take into account more efficient colourings that possibly exist. 
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Let K be an induced k-colourable subgraph of G[H] and q~ :K --~ { 1 . . . . .  k} a colour- 
ing. Then we can define a map ~:G---*~({1 .. . . .  k}), by taking as q~(u) the set of 
colours used for K n 7t~l(u). Then ~(u) and ~(v) are disjoint whenever u and v are 
adjacent vertices of G. Conversely, for any ~:G--* ~({1 .. . . .  k}) which maps adjacent 
vertices to disjoint sets, we can find a k-colourable subgraph K of G[H] by indepen- 
dently selecting a I~(u)l-colourable subgraph Fu in each fiber nSl(u). Further, if each 
Fu is chosen to be of maximal size, then IKI = ~ucz~G)°tl~(u)l(H). This shows that 
the chromatic difference sequence of G[H] depends only on the structure of G and the 
chromatic difference sequence of H, and not on the structure of H. 
To colour all vertices of G[H], we need z(H) colours for each fiber, and adjacent 
fibers must be assigned isjoint sets of colours. This motivates the following definition 
(see [9,10]): For integers r and s, the Kneser graph K(r,s) is the graph whose vertices 
are the r-subsets of { 1 .. . . .  s}, two vertices being joined by an edge if and only if they 
are disjoint. 
Lemma 4 (Geller and Stahl [6]). The chromatic number of G[H] is the least integer 
s such that there exists a homomorphism qb : G ~ K(x(H),s). 
With this lemma, it is easily seen that z(C7[C5])=7. Also, by (2), we have 
~1(C7[C5])=~1(C7)~1(C5)=6. Since the clique number of C7[C5] is 4, we have by 
Lemma 3 that ~k(C7[Cs])=6k for k~<4. However, C7[C5] does not contain five dis- 
joint independent sets of size 6. For if 11 .. . . .  15 are such sets, then by the pigeonhole 
principle, for some u E V(CT), we have [Ik n ZCc71(u)[ =2 for at least three values of k. 
The reader can easily complete the computation of the chromatic difference sequence 
of C7[C5], which is (6,6,6,6,5,3,3). Also, K6 is a 6-chromatic graph with chromatic 
difference sequence (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 ), so that by (1), the best lower bounds for the values 
~k(C7[C5] x K6) are 
• k(c7[c5] x g6) ~ ~k(C7[C5]). Ig61 =6k.  6, k~<4, 
~5(C7[C5] x g6) ~ Ifv[Cs]l" ~5(K6)= 175, 




Notice that the roles of C7[C5] and K6 are interchanged in inequalities (3) and (4) 
above. The non-monotonic sequence given in the statement of Theorem 1 is obtained 
by assuming that these bounds are sharp. The verification of this last condition is given 
in the next section. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1 
Our investigation of large independent sets in C7[C5] x K 6 is simplified by the fact 
that the second factor is a complete graph. Indeed, we have the following: 
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Remark 5. For each edge [u, v] of C7[C5], the subgraph of C7[C5] x g 6 induced by 
rtcTl[cs](u ) U ~Zcl[cs](v) is a complete bipartite graph minus a perfect matching. 
Corollary 6. Let I be an independent set 0fC7[C5] xK6. If[u,v] is an edge 0fC7[C5] 
and [Tzc71[cs](u ) NI I ~>2, then [~zcTl[cd(v) A11 = 0. 
For an independent set I of C7[C5] x K6, put 
A, = {u ~ V(C7[C5]): I~-~'ic~j(u)nil ~>2}, 
gl ~- {u E V(C7[C5]): Ir~S~tcsj(u)nll = 1}. 
We then have III ~<6.1.411 + Inll. Also, AI is an independent set in C7[C5], and no ver- 
tex of BI is adjacent to any vertex of A1. The investigation of sets satisfying this rela- 
tionship is again simplified by the structure of C7[C5] as a lexicographic product: Since 
A1 is an independent set, ncT(At) is an independent set of C7. If IncTl(u)AAtl = 2, then 
1~c7(B1)N {u-- 1,u, u+ 1} =O (where addition is taken modulo 7). If Inc7~(u)n`4zl = 1, 
then ncT(Bt)N{u - 1,u + 1}=0, and the only vertices of the 5-cycle nc71(u) that 
can belong to Bx are the two that are opposite to the member of At. Of course, if 
nc~(`4z)N {u-  l,u,u + 1} =O, then BI can contain all five vertices of ncl(u). 
So, a case by case inspection of the possible configurations of .41 and BI becomes 
easy, and we obtain the following upper bounds m(l.4zl) for the size of I with respect 
to the size of.41: 
1.411 Ig:l m(l`411) 
6 0 36 
5 ~<2 32 
4 ~< 10 34 
3 ~< 12 30 
2 ~<20 32 
1 ~<22 28 
0 ~<35 35 
Hence, cq(C7[Cs] x K6) = 36, and since C7[C5] x K6 contains a 4-clique, we have by 
Lemma 3 that ~k(C7[C5] x K6)=36k for k~<4. This shows that the bound given in 
(3) is sharp. 
Now suppose that C7[C5] x K6 contains a 5-colourable induced subgraph G with 
Ial > 175. Without loss of generality, V(G) can be written as the union of 5 anticliques 
I1 . . . . .  15 (not necessarily disjoint). By the bounds already obtained, we know that 
Ili l/> 32, i=  1 . . . . .  5, and by the pigeonhole principle, we may assume that IIl]= 36. 
A case by case inspection shows that there are exactly five classes of anticliques with 
at least 32 vertices, one for each of the possible values 0,2,4,5,6 of 1.4zl. For all of 
these, the set Bt is connected, so there exists a vertex u of K6 such that 
I=(AI  x K6)U(BI x {u}). 
(If BI = ~, then I =At x K6.) 
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From this, the reader can easily verify that if I and J are anticliques with at least 
32 vertices, then 
• ifAlfqAj ¢ O, then IIUJl~<66; 
• if IAl1=6 and IAjI=O, then IAINBjI=6, so IIUJI~<65; 
• if IAI]=6 and IAjI=2, then IAiNBjI>~2 , so IIuJl~<66. 
However, since IG1~>176, we must have Ilit_Jljl>~68 for l~<i<j~<5. So, the sets 
A1, ..... A15 must be pairwise disjoint. Also, since IAI, I= 6, we have IAbl # 0, 1,2, 3 for 
j=2 ,3 ,4 ,5 .  
Since C7[C5] does not contain five pairwise disjoint independent sets of size 6, 
we cannot have IAI:I= 6 for all indices j. So, we may assume that IA151 = 4 or 5. If 
[A15I =5, then 1151 =32, so we must have Ihl = 112] = 1131 = ]141 =36. But then, the sets 
Al~,A~2,A6,Al,,A15 tO {u}, where u 6Bxs, are five pairwise disjoint independent sets of 
size 6 in C7[C5], which is impossible. 
So, the last remaining possibility is that IAIsI = 4. Then 1151= 34 and we may assume 
that Ill1 = llzl = 1131 = 36. The only way to find an anticlique I of size 36 disjoint from 
15 is to have ncT(A1)= {u,u+2, u+4}, where ncT(A15)= {u+ 1,u+3}. So, one of the 
anticliques 11,12,13, say 11, must intersect 15 in at least two vertices. But then, we must 
have 114] =36 for cardinality reasons, and one of the anticliques 12,13,14 must again 
intersect 15. We then have IGI ~< 174, a contradiction. 
Therefore, e5(C7[C5] xK6)= 175, and the chromatic difference sequence of C7[C5] x 
K6 is (36,36,36,36,31,35). 
4. Concluding remarks and problems 
The preceding section featured a technical argument used to compute the chromatic 
difference sequence in one instance of a categorical product of graphs. However, the 
following general question seems worthy of further study: 
Problem 1. Does the identity 
ek(G x H)  = max{0ck(G). IHI, [G[- ~k(H)} 
always hold for vertex-transitive graphs? 
Note that the answer is negative if the condition of vertex-transitivity s dropped. 
Also, a positive answer would imply the validity of Hedetniemi's conjecture for vertex- 
transitive graphs. 
In another direction, it is worthwhile to discuss the role of the categorical product 
in the construction of vertex-transitive graphs with non-monotonic chromatic difference 
sequences. From an algebraic point of view, the effect of the categorical product is to 
introduce some classes of imprimitivity in the group action on the graph. Recall that a 
graph is called primitive if there is no partition of the vertex set that is preserved by 
all automorphisms. So, the following question arises: 
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Problem 2. Do all primitive graphs have monotonic hromatic difference sequences? 
In this connection, the case of the Kneser graphs defined just before Lemma 4 is 
interesting. The independence numbers of  Kneser graphs are related to well-known in- 
equalities on systems of sets: By the Erdrs-Ko-Rado inequality [4], we have ~l(K(r,s)) 
s--] -- ( r -0 ,  and the Hilton-Milner inequality [8] shows that the only independent sets of  
this size in K(r,s) are the sets Ij = {A E V(K(r,s)): j EA} for j=  1 . . . . .  s. So, the re- 
moval of any independent set of maximal size in K(r,s) leaves a subgraph isomorphic 
( r - l )  + ( r - l ) '  In fact, in [3], to K(r,s - 1). Thus, a plausible guess for c~2(K(r,s)) is s-I s-2 
Erd6s asked if the identity 
~k(K(r,s))---- Z 1 (6) 
i=1 
holds for all k ~<s- 2r + 1, in relation to the then unsolved conjecture of  Kneser. This 
conjecture which asserts that z(K(r,s)) =s - 2r + 2 was later proved by Lov~isz [9]. 
The identity (6) holds if and only if the Kneser graphs are achievable, but this was 
shown to be false (see [3,5]). Now the Kneser graphs are all primitive, and it would 
be nice to know if their chromatic difference sequence is at least monotonic. 
Finally, note that the example presented here is 6-chromatic. With the help of 
Lemma 3, it is easily seen that any 3-chromatic Cayley graph on an abelian group 
has a non-increasing chromatic difference sequence. However, there exist 3-chromatic 
vertex-transitive graphs with non-monotonic chromatic difference sequences. In [11], 
we show that the graphs K(2k,5k) × K3, k~>2 have this property. So, it would be 
interesting to settle the case of circulants with a low chromatic number. 
Problem 3. Are all 3-chromatic irculants achievable, and do there exist 4-chromatic 
circulants with non-monotonic chromatic difference sequence? 
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